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There has been and continues to be much debate about the merits and detriments of barefoot and                 
minimal-shoe running. Research on causes of running-related injury is also characterised by            
equivocal findings. A factor common to both issues is the structure and function of the foot.                
Comparatively, this has received little attention. This perspective piece argues that foot function and              
in particular, how foot structure determines function, has largely been overlooked, despite basic             
principles of physics dictating both the link between structure and function and the importance of               
function for stability in locomotion. We recommend that foot shape and function be considered in               
the interpretation of existing findings and be incorporated into future investigations interested in             
running mechanics, injury mechanisms and the effects of footwear on both. 
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s stated by evolutionary biologist EO Wilson,       
“everything in biology is subject to the laws of        
physics and chemistry and has arisen through       

evolution by natural selection” [1]. Applying this logic        
to the study of human locomotion, and in particular the          
structure and role of the foot, can bring clarity to the           
interpretation of many past and recent studies on        
barefoot-versus-shod-and minimal-shoe locomotion,   
and the associated benefits and risks. Using laws and         
undisputed theories as filters through which to interpret        
study outcomes can provide a context to equivocal        
findings and also suggest fruitful lines of future inquiry. 

 

 The ‘purpose’ of the foot 

Assigning a purpose to a biological structure is often         
criticised as teleological. However, as Nobel Laureate       
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi [2] wrote “teleology resembles an       
attractive lady of doubtful repute whose company we        
cherish but in whose company we do not like to be          
seen”. Purpose provides the context without which       
many observations in nature make no sense. A        
teleological view is therefore adopted in this piece. 
 
In an upright biped, the purpose of the foot is to          
support and control the direction of the body weight as          
it falls forwards during the stance phase of locomotion        
[3-5]. With this and fundamental physics in mind, a         
reverse-engineering approach suggests a larger base of      
support, that is widest at the front, would serve both         
purposes. 
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It is not surprising therefore, that comparisons of        
habitually-unshod with habitually-shod populations    
consistently show wider (particularly at the front) feet in         
unshod populations, in agreement with that predicted      
by fundamental principles [6-10]. Studies on     
habitually-barefoot populations also demonstrate the    
benefits of a wide base of support in the form of more           
uniform distribution of pressure through the entire      
plantar surface during walking [9], and reduced peak       
pressure and pressure-time integral under the forefoot       
in running [11]. 

Structure determines function 

There has been recent attention on the role of intrinsic          
foot musculature [12] and how barefoot / minimal       
footwear use might influence their strength and       
function [13]. However, it must be remembered that        
these muscles simply respond to the forces acting on        
them [3,12]. In the foot, the magnitude and direction of          
these forces will be partly determined by the shape of          
the foot, and in particular by the position of the hallux          
[14,15]. It has been suggested that the thickness, length        
and position of the hallux represents evolutionary       
adaptation to terrestrial-bipedal locomotion [14,16-19].     
The effect of foot shape on control of the path of body            
weight through the foot has long been established and        
is explained by simple physics [14]. This questions a         
research focus on the strength and /or training of         
intrinsic-foot musculature without consideration of foot      
shape, as it is unlikely that strength of muscles in a          
structurally-compromised foot could overcome gravity     
and the ground-reaction force as effectively as a       
structurally-sound foot. 

A logical prediction from an engineering view of an         
ideal foot is that a wider foot would offer a more stable            
base over which to pass the body weight, and a larger           
surface area over which to distribute pressure. Here, the         
hallux is of special importance [15]. Morton [14]        
demonstrated that the hallux position, secondary to a       
correctly aligned first metatarsal, directed body weight       
in the sagittal plane through the axis of leverage        
between the first and second metatarsal heads. 

 

 He also demonstrated that a valgus position of the         
hallux resulted in excessive pronation, as the hallux was        
not mechanically positioned to control and direct the        
path of the body weight in the sagittal plane. This          
resulted in transfer of motion into the transverse and        
frontal planes. Chou et al [15] reported impaired       
single-leg balance and directional control of weight      
shifting when hallux use was constrained by a       
purpose-made splint. A recent study also highlighted      
that separation of the hallux from the second toe         
characterised the feet of a habitually-unshod Indian      
population [10] and differentiated them from a      
habitually-shod- Chinese population. A relationship     
between Morton’s toe and peak pressure under the first        
metatarsal head in walking has also been demonstrated,       
providing support for the assertion that static-foot       
structure is an important determinant of foot function,       
specifically, the ability to direct body weight in the         
sagittal plane in locomotion [20]. More recently, Mei et         
al [11] demonstrated the importance of an      
abducted-hallux position in habitually-barefoot    
participants while running, showing the hallux to share       
and therefore reduce forefoot loading, possibly due to a        
wider surface area of support . 

Given the mechanical effects of static foot shape, it is         
worthy of consideration as a mechanism underlying       
overuse injury in tissues and joints further up the kinetic         
chain. If force is not appropriately directed in the        
sagittal plane at the foot, it follows from basic physics         
that compensations and additional muscular work will      
have to ensue to counteract unwanted transverse-and      
frontal-plane motion. The knee joint in particular might       
be at risk, given its small capacity for non-sagittal-plane        
movement. Given that walking and running are derived        
capabilities in humans, and that humans are adapted to         
perform both activities with minimal energy     
expenditure [21], it is logical to suggest that a         
sagittal-plane joint, such as the knee, is best supported         
with a wide foot that controls and directs the body          
weight, such that motion at the knee is in the plane for            
which the joint has evolved. 
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The effects of footwear on foot structure and        
function 

The plasticity of foot structure was well known and         
exploited by the Chinese in the ancient cultural practice        
of footbinding [6,22]. The timescale of structural      
alterations appears to be rapid, particularly in the young,         
where bones have yet to fully ossify. Hoffman [6]        
observed hallux deformation in a habitually-barefoot     
teenager required to wear shoes for just six weeks. In an          
adult-case-study patient, Knowles [23] showed reversal     
of hallux valgus after two years wearing      
anatomically-shaped shoes (i.e. tip of shoe medial to the        
medial border of the hallux). Other observational      
research [7] reported a highly-significant relationship      
between years of shoe wear and hallux-valgus angle in         
shoe-wearing communities, with hallux-valgus angle     
increasing in a linear fashion with years of shoe wear.         
The observed adaptation of foot structure to shoe wear         
is in accord with Wolfe’s law, as is the reversal of           
deformity observed by Knowles [23]. 

The effect of footwear on foot structure and function        
will largely depend on the nature of the footwear. The          
oldest record of footwear dates back some 10000 years        
[24] with the footwear being a type of sandal. Open          
sandals have been and continue to be commonly used        
by hunter-gatherer populations [25]. Such footwear is       
unlikely to interfere with foot function and shape, but        
rather simply offers some protection for the plantar       
surface. In contrast, the highly cushioned, narrow,       
stiff-soled and toe-sprung footwear characteristic of the      
modern-running shoe is likely to compromise foot      
structure and function. Indeed, altered gait patterns,       
increased maximum impact force, reduced arch      
deformation and toe flexion have been reported in        
children running in conventional-running shoes    
compared to barefoot [26, 27]. Moreover, a comparison        
of shod and barefoot populations suggested that      
habitual-western-footwear use leads to stiffer feet with       
impaired function [28]. There is a dearth of longitudinal        
studies examining the effects of long-term shoe wear on         
foot function. A controlled-longitudinal study of the       
effect of footwear on foot structure and function would         
be valuable, but is certainly not without methodological        
challenges. In the absence of such data, the        
‘if-you-don’t-use-it-you-lose-it’ principle would suggest   
that reduced use of the arch and toes would lead to          
impaired function over time.  

 The relationship between loss of function and change        
in foot shape would be of particular interest, but again,          
previous observational data and simple mechanical     
principles suggest such a relationship. From an      
evolutionary perspective, footwear makes sense,     
particularly given the range of environments in which       
humans thrive. However, the mechanics and evolution       
of the foot dictate that such footwear should be         
anatomically shaped to allow natural-hallux position and      
function, and also flat and flexible enough to allow         
unimpeded movement of the foot and toes during        
locomotion. Such characteristics have been previously      
recommended [22]. 

Summary and recommendations 

Fundamental physical and mechanical laws and     
evolutionary biology provide a context to understand      
structure and function of the human foot, and how         
both might be compromised by inappropriate footwear.       
The characteristics that a foot ought to possess to         
perform load bearing, cushioning and stability roles are        
observed in the feet of habitually-barefoot populations.      
Likewise, deformed structure and impaired function     
have been observed with habitual shoe wear. Future       
studies on factors related to both performance and        
injury, and acute-and chronic biomechanical     
investigations of barefoot-versus-shod running, should     
attempt to examine data in light of measures of foot          
structure. Furthermore, care should be exercised in      
footwear choice, particularly in children, where the       
effects of conventional footwear on locomotive     
patterns and foot function have been demonstrated.       
Interpreting research in light of physical laws and from        
an evolutionary perspective, might add clarity to a field         
of investigation that is characterized by equivocal       
findings. 
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